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Introduction

As organizations search for a reliable benchmark by which to measure potential business partners and to distinguish their own services, SAS 70 is often mentioned. Unfortunately, security professionals are in nearly unanimous agreement that SAS 70 is neither a meaningful security metric nor worth the high cost of obtaining the SAS opinion.

This brief paper presents the key facts so you can make an informed decision about SAS 70 for yourself.

What is SAS 70?

The Statement of Auditing Standards (SAS) number 70, Service Organizations, is an auditing standard developed by the American Institute of Certified Public Accountants. Its purpose is to enable an auditor to evaluate and issue an opinion on the controls that a service organization has in place. The output, the Service Auditor’s Report, contains the auditor’s opinion, a description of the controls in place, and if it is a Type II report, a description of the auditor’s tests of control effectiveness. A SAS 70 Type I analysis does not include testing.

What’s the problem?

So far, it sounds great. What is the problem? There are three fundamental problems. Taken individually, each would call into question the validity of the opinion. Taken together, it explains why a SAS 70 opinion is held in such low regard.

No Objective Standard

SAS 70 is not a predetermined set of standards that an organization must satisfy in order to “pass” the audit. In a SAS 70 audit, the service organization is responsible for describing its control objectives and control activities that might be of interest to auditors in user organizations.

If an organization does not have a security policy covering a particular area, or has one that allows ineffective security (for example, an organization may not have a policy that prevents the deployment of production servers with default configurations and default passwords), the SAS 70 audit report would contain a favorable opinion because the control activities (none) matched the stated control objectives (none).

SystemExperts has seen examples of this time and again. On beginning a security review of a service organization that has been mandated by a prospective customer of its service, the service organization hands us a SAS 70 report that cost them $150,000 to have done. Naturally, it has a favorable auditor’s opinion. In every case, within ten minutes, we’ve found fundamental security flaws in the system that would have put customer private and business proprietary information at risk.

Only CPA Firms, Not Technology Experts Can Perform a SAS 70 Audit

Most people don’t go to their auto mechanic for their yearly physical. Both provide important services but they are not substitutes for each other.

Properly securing today’s interconnected IT infrastructures requires highly specialized skills. It is important to get both the big picture, the overall architecture, as well as the details, exactly right. Equally important is to assess what you don’t see; potential vulnerabilities that are not covered by existing controls. The very skills and temperaments that make CPAs and auditors successful in their regular activities work against them in playing a security role. It may be an unfair generalization, but it is not stretching to say that, as a whole, CPAs and auditors are not “out-of-the-box” thinkers. Hackers are. Your security consultants need to be as well.

The SAS 70 Audit Process is Designed to Drive Billable Hours

The SAS 70 process is transparent in its aim to create billable hours for the SAS 70 auditors. Typical SAS 70 costs range from $100,000 to $300,000. You may wonder why it is so expensive since the service organization provides the control objectives and control activities as inputs to the process.
Many SAS 70 audits cost even more. If an organization does not have suitable documentation of its control objectives or control activities, the actual SAS 70 audit is preceded by a period of billable consulting time during which the accounting firm works with the client to prepare the required documents.

If you find yourself in this situation, the best course of action is to stop right there and reassess the situation. Lack of written control objectives and control activities is a classic symptom of an underlying problem, control is not an integral part of day-to-day operations. Most organizations would be better off spending money to address the control deficiencies, rather than spending it on documenting the fact the control objectives or control activities are deficient.

Buried in the SAS 70 details are requirements that drive up the costs and provide no benefit to the client. For example, to obtain a Type II report, detailed testing of the controls must be performed for a minimum of six months. Most organizations change something significant in the IT infrastructure over a six month period so the testing often needs to be repeated. In contrast, a thorough security review costs a fraction of that total and is usually completed in a month or two.

Don’t be Afraid to Ask, “Why?”

If you are a service provider and a customer or potential customer asks you to have a SAS 70 audit performed, talk with them so you understand their concerns. Then, work with them to structure an objective assessment of your environment that will address those concerns. More than likely you will find yourself working with a security firm on a well bounded project that actually meets your business needs, not a SAS 70 audit.

For a fraction of the cost of a SAS 70 audit, most organizations can have their security thoroughly reviewed and documented in a way that is suitable for sharing with customers and business partners. Typically, such reviews consist of a design review to assess the overall architecture, inspection of key system configurations, penetration testing, evaluation of incident detection and response capability, and a code review of critical applications or modules.

If your organization is evaluating a service provider, SAS 70 is the wrong thing to ask for. You should be looking for proof that the security of the services provider meets or exceeds best industry practice. Naturally, those practices vary by industry. Find a reputable security consulting firm with a successful track record in your industry.

ISO 17799

Consumers of information services have recently become interested in ISO 17799. This standard provides the objective security standards so lacking in SAS 70. While certification with ISO 17799 in a formal way, suffers from many of the same economic drawbacks as SAS 70, many organizations will benefit substantially from the audit preparation process described in the standard.
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